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Excess bandwidth distribution techniques have recently been proposed to im-
prove the dynamic bandwidth allocation in Ethernet passive optical networks
(EPONs). We compare existing offline excess bandwidth distribution with con-
ventional limited interleaved polling with adaptive cycle time (IPACT-limited)
in terms of packet delay performance. We identify the factors that result in
packet delay reduction with excess bandwidth distribution compared to
IPACT-limited and discover that existing offline excess distribution mecha-
nisms become unstable at moderate to high loads in long-range EPONs with
large round-trip propagation delays. We propose a novel online excess band-
width distribution (OEBD) mechanism to provide stable excess bandwidth dis-
tribution even at high loads in long-range EPONs. We demonstrate how
OEBD can be tuned via parameters to provide grant sizing between limited
and gated service. © 2009 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.2330, 060.4510, 060.4250, 060.4251.
1. Introduction
Excess bandwidth distribution for Ethernet passive optical networks (EPONs) was
originally proposed in [1] as an improvement over the limited allocation approach of
interleaved polling with adaptive cycle time (IPACT) [2,3], which we refer to as
IPACT-limited. IPACT-limited is characterized by a maximum grant size Gi

max [bytes],
also frequently referred to as minimum guaranteed bandwidth, for each optical net-
work unit (ONU) i, i=1, . . . ,M. Let Ri [bytes] denote the size of the upstream trans-
mission request from ONU i. If ONU i requests less than Gi

max, i.e., Ri�Gi
max, then

IPACT-limited grants the full request; i.e., the size of the grant to ONU i is Gi=Ri. If
the request exceeds Gi

max, i.e., Ri�Gi
max, then IPACT-limited grants an upstream

transmission window for Gi=Gi
max bytes.

The intuitive reasoning behind excess bandwidth distribution is to declare the
unused portions �Gi

max−Gi� as excess bandwidth and distribute the total excess band-
width �i=1

M �Gi
max−Gi� among the ONUs with Ri�Gi

max. Thus, the basic trade-off made
with excess bandwidth distribution is to extend the cycle within which all ONUs are
served once (to no more than approximately �i=1

M Gi
max/C, with C denoting the

upstream transmission rate in bytes/s) so that heavily loaded ONUs can transmit
more than Gi

max in a cycle. In contrast, IPACT-limited enforces shorter cycles by
strictly limiting upstream transmissions to at most Gi

max in a cycle, resulting in
heavily loaded ONUs having to use more cycles to clear backlogs.

To the best of our knowledge, IPACT with limited allocation has not been, in detail,
quantitatively compared with the various proposed excess bandwidth distribution
mechanisms. That is, the outlined basic trade-off between clearing traffic backlogs
with more shorter cycles with IPACT-limited versus fewer longer cycles with excess
distribution techniques has not been quantitatively investigated to identify the factors
leading to improvements with excess bandwidth distribution. Oftentimes, the excess
bandwidth distribution research has focused on quantitatively comparing different
excess bandwidth distribution techniques against each other, as reviewed in Section 2.

In this paper, we conduct for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, a detailed
1536-5379/09/040358-12/$15.00 © 2009 Optical Society of America
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quantitative comparison between IPACT-limited and excess bandwidth distribution
techniques (a shorter preliminary version of this work was presented in [4]). We con-
duct extensive simulations to assess the packet delays. We identify the factors that
influence the relative performance differences between IPACT-limited and excess
bandwidth distribution. We find that existing offline excess bandwidth distribution
mechanisms achieve significant delay reductions compared to IPACT-limited for traf-
fic with large bursts in mid-range EPONs. However, we also find that the existing
offline excess bandwidth distribution mechanisms suffer from instability problems in
long-range EPONs. The architectural and photonics level aspects of long-range
EPONs have been explored in several studies (see, for instance, [5–8]), while the
examination of the implications of the long reach for the medium access control has
just recently begun (see, e.g., [9]).

We propose a novel online excess bandwidth distribution (OEBD) mechanism to
overcome the stability problems of existing offline excess bandwidth distribution
mechanisms while still maintaining fairness. OEBD accumulates unused bandwidth
portions �Gi

max−Gi� in an excess credit pool. Heavily loaded ONUs with Ri�Gi
max are

assigned online a fair share of the excess credit pool. Through extensive simulation
experiments we demonstrate that OEBD has favorable delay performance while
avoiding the stability problems of offline excess bandwidth distribution. Further, we
demonstrate how OEBD provides tunable performance between IPACT-limited and
IPACT gated service, whereby IPACT gated grant sizing always sets Gi=Ri.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review related work. In Section
3, we compare IPACT-limited with the existing offline excess bandwidth distribution
techniques. We first present our simulation setup and then examine the impact of the
traffic and network parameters on the performance of IPACT-limited and offline
excess bandwidth distribution. In Section 4, we introduce OEBD and examine its per-
formance through simulations. We summarize our conclusions in Section 5.

2. Related Work
Excess bandwidth distribution as part of the dynamic bandwidth allocation process in
EPONs [10] has received significant interest in recent years. Following the seminal
work by Assi et al. [1], several refinements and a range of different mechanisms have
been proposed for excess bandwidth distribution. Bai et al. [11], for instance, signifi-
cantly advanced excess bandwidth allocation by introducing a weighted excess divi-
sion technique that enforces fair division of the total excess bandwidth among the
overloaded ONUs requesting more than Gi

max. Bai et al. [11] also proposed an iterative
procedure for allocating excess bandwidth that minimizes wasted bandwidth capacity
thereby greatly improving the efficiency of excess bandwidth distribution.

Zheng [12] proposes a mechanism in which the upstream transmission channel is
not idle between granting cycles. This is accomplished by always scheduling under-
loaded ONUs before overloaded ONUs when possible. When necessary to prevent the
channel from remaining idle, an overloaded ONU is scheduled with no granted excess,
thereby resorting to limited service in an effort to increase channel utilization. OEBD
differs from this scheme in that it increases channel utilization without resorting to
limited service.

The rolling excess credit pool in OEBD is similar to the sliding-cycle-based excess
credit pool (SLICT) proposed by Kim et al. [13] in that OEBD allows excess distribu-
tion to be performed without using an offline method. OEBD differs from SLICT in
the following fundamental way. A maximum granting cycle length is typically bounded
by the sum of the guaranteed minimum grant sizes to each ONU. The total excess
bandwidth available is then typically computed to be the unused portion of the maxi-
mum granting cycle length left over from underloaded ONUs. OEBD uses this typical
method of accumulating excess credits. In SLICT, a granting cycle includes an added
“shared” subcycle that is used exclusively for distributing excess bandwidth. SLICT
accumulates excess credits at the time of grant to ONU i by computing the excess left
over in the shared subcycle from the previous M−1 grants, thereby facilitating online
operation. With SLICT, no excess credits are accumulated from the excess of under-
loaded ONUs.
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ONUs with high traffic variation are identified by the early dynamic bandwidth
allocation (E-DBA) proposed by Hwang et al. [14]. These high variation ONUs are
selected to send a second set of REPORT messages at the end of a granting cycle to
improve the prediction accuracy. This improved accuracy comes at the expense of
lower channel utilization as a result of transmissions of a second set of REPORT mes-
sages from the high variation ONUs. Kim et al. [15] present an analysis of the mean
queueing delay with differing numbers of classes that are serviced by a traffic predic-
tion mechanism called service quality pre-engagement (SQP).

A modification to IPACT-limited was explored by Lee et al. [16], whereby the excess
bandwidth of a given ONU is immediately equally distributed among the other ONUs
to increase their maximum grant limits. Our OEBD is fundamentally different from
the distribution technique in [16] in that it maintains an excess bandwidth credit pool
for carrying excess bandwidth across cycles, as explained in Section 4, and supports
unequal weight-based excess distribution.

The excess bandwidth allocation refinement by Choudhury and Saengudomlert [17]
included some limited performance comparisons with IPACT-limited. Our compari-
sons are fundamentally different from [17] in that we consider a wide range of sce-
narios, including a range of round-trip propagation delays, to identify the factors lead-
ing to improvements with excess bandwidth distribution over IPACT-limited.

More recently, some excess bandwidth distribution techniques originally proposed
for single-channel EPONs have been investigated in the context of wavelength divi-
sion multiplexing (WDM) EPONs [18,19] with several upstream transmission chan-
nels [20]. The performance evaluation in [20] includes comparisons of excess band-
width distribution with some form of IPACT, namely, the single table extension of
IPACT to WDM [21]. Specifically, the gated allocation of IPACT, where the grant is set
equal to the ONU request, without any upper limit, was considered. Gated allocation
can lead to unfairness because grant sizes are determined solely as a function of
reported queue depth. IPACT with limited allocation, which we consider in this study,
avoids this fairness problem by strictly limiting the size of a granted upstream trans-
mission.

3. Comparison of IPACT-Limited and Offline Excess Bandwidth
Distribution
We initially consider IPACT-limited bandwidth allocation in conjunction with (a) the
offline scheduling framework, where all ONU reports must be received before allocat-
ing bandwidth, which idles the upstream channel for one round-trip time (RTT); (b)
the ONU load status hybrid scheduling framework, where underloaded ONUs with
Ri�Gi

max are immediately granted bandwidth, and overloaded ONUs with Ri�Gi
max

are granted bandwidth once all ONU reports have been received; and (c) the online
scheduling framework, where all ONUs are immediately granted bandwidth.

Among the many different excess distribution schemes, we focus on the weighted
excess division dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme from [11], which enforces fair
distribution of the excess bandwidth by dividing the excess according to the weights of
the ONUs. We combine this with the iterative excess allocation [11], which iteratively
allocates excess bandwidth to ONUs in an effort to maximize the number of satisfied
ONUs. By maximizing the number of satisfied ONUs, unused slot remainders are
minimized. We refer to this combined excess bandwidth distribution scheme as itera-
tive. We consider this iterative scheme in conjunction with (a) the offline scheduling
framework, whereby all ONU reports need to be received at the optical line terminal
(OLT) before commencing the dynamic bandwidth allocation, as well as (b) the ONU
load status hybrid scheduling framework (referred to as DWBA-2 in [20]), whereby
underloaded ONUs receive their grant (online) immediately and the excess bandwidth
distribution is executed for the overloaded ONUs (offline), once all the report mes-
sages have been received. Note that in both cases, the excess bandwidth distribution
operates in offline fashion, in that the excess is allocated only after all ONU reports
for the present cycle have been received. We note that we do not consider DBA-3 from
[20], which allocates overloaded ONUs (online) immediately the maximum grant size,
and then additional excess bandwidth in offline fashion, because of its increased com-
plexity, limited delay reductions, and increased wasted bandwidth, as evaluated in
[20].
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3.A. Simulation Setup
We developed an EPON simulation engine using the CSIM simulation library. We set
the upstream transmission bit rate to C=1 Gbits/s. We initially consider an EPON
with M=16 ONUs, each with a 10 Mbyte buffer. We consider round-trip propagation
delays RTT (ONU to OLT and back to ONU) for short-range (�8,10� �s corresponding
to OLT-to-ONU distances up to 1 km), mid-range (�13.36,100� �s corresponding to
OLT-to-ONU distances up to 10 km), long-range (�0.8,1� ms corresponding to OLT-to-
ONU distances up to 100 km), and extra-long-range (�1.6,2� ms corresponding to OLT-
to-ONU distances up to 200 km) EPONs; for each range, the different ONUs draw
their RTT independently at random from a uniform distribution over the respective
intervals.

Each ONU independently generates self-similar traffic with a Hurst parameter of
0.75 [22] using 32 traffic sources. The burst size (number of data packets) and time
between bursts were independently randomly drawn from Pareto distributions. Fol-
lowing common packet size models, 60% of the packets have 64 bytes, 4% have
300 bytes, 11% have 580 bytes, and 25% have 1518 bytes. Each of the 32 sources of a
given ONU has initially a maximum burst size of B=10 Mbytes, which is achieved by
truncating the Pareto distribution to produce a maximum burst size no greater than
B /1518 bytes=6907 packets. Each ONU contributed equally to the overall traffic load.

For upstream transmission, each data packet is sent with a preamble of 8 bytes and
an interpacket gap of 12 bytes (which count toward the upstream transmission grant).
Gate and report messages each have 64 bytes and there is a tguard=1 �s guard time
between upstream transmissions. For the IPACT-limited and hybrid-iterative band-
width allocation schemes, we initially set the maximum grant size to Gmax=Gi

max

=15,500 bytes for each ONU; the corresponding cycle time is MGmax/C+Mtguard
=2 ms.

As a primary performance metric we consider in this paper the average packet
queuing delay, defined as the average time interval from the generation of a packet at
an ONU to the instant the upstream transmission of the packet commences. We note
that the total packet delay in the network would be obtained by adding the packet
transmission delay and the one-way propagation delay to the packet queuing delay.
Whenever several grants are considered simultaneously in the scheduling, as can
arise with the considered offline and hybrid approaches, we employ the largest pro-
cessing time first (LPT) scheduling policy. The LPT scheduling policy is generally a
good policy for minimizing the makespan (total length) of a schedule [23]. We leave
more specific delay evaluations, e.g., evaluating the fraction of packets meeting a pre-
scribed deadline, as well as the evaluation of other scheduling policies for future
research.

3.B. Impact of Offline, Hybrid, and Online Scheduling
As expected, we observe from Table 1 that online-limited substantially reduces the
delay compared to offline-limited since the extra RTT (between the last ONU complet-
ing the upstream transmission of a cycle and the first ONU commencing the upstream
transmission of the next cycle) is eliminated for all grants. (Hybrid-limited, where
only overloaded ONUs are scheduled in offline fashion, performed very similarly to
online-limited.) With hybrid-iterative the extra RTT is avoided only for the under-
loaded ONUs, resulting in a relatively smaller delay reduction compared to offline-
iterative.

Table 1. Packet Delay in Milliseconds as Function of Load in MbitsÕs for
Different Scheduling Frameworksa

Load

200 400 600 800

Offline-limited 0.30 0.44 0.78 2.34
Offline-iterative 0.21 0.31 0.55 1.47
Online-limited 0.25 0.33 0.54 1.39
Hybrid-iterative 0.20 0.28 0.45 1.10

aFixed parameters: mid-range RTT, M =16 ONUs, B=10 Mbytes maximum burst size, G =15,500 bytes.
max
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We further observe from Table 1 that for the considered online and hybrid schedul-
ing, the difference between limited and iterative is relatively smaller than for offline
scheduling. This is mainly because the cycles in online-limited are much shorter than
in offline-limited, reducing the impact of the larger number of cycles needed to work
off large traffic bursts. At the same time, it is more likely that upstream transmis-
sions from ONUs requesting less than Gmax mask the shorter delay between the
upstream transmissions working off a large burst from a given ONU.

To further examine the impact of the larger number of cycles, we simulated a hypo-
thetical EPON with all transmission overhead directly associated with an upstream
transmission (guard time as well as report message transmission time) set to zero.
For this hypothetical EPON with a load of 800 Mbits/s, online-limited achieves a
delay of 1.01 ms compared to hybrid-iterative giving 0.94 ms; i.e., the gap has signifi-
cantly narrowed compared to the 1.39 ms versus 1.10 ms with all the overheads. This
significant narrowing of the gap indicates that the delay difference between online-
limited and hybrid-iterative is to a large degree due to the upstream transmission
overheads (guard time, report message transmission time), which are experienced
more often when transmitting large bursts in more, but shorter cycles with online-
limited. Note in particular that each cycle in a real EPON contains a guard time and
a report message transmission for each ONU, even if only one or a few ONUs have
data to send. These delays cannot be masked by the interleaved transmissions of sev-
eral ONUs. We proceed to examine online-limited and hybrid-iterative, the best per-
forming approaches from this section, in more detail in the subsequent section.

3.C. Impact of Burst Size B and Maximum Grant Size Gmax
We examine in Table 2 the impact of smaller burst sizes as well as larger maximum
transmission grants. Recall that the results in Table 1 were obtained with a maxi-
mum burst size of 10 Mbytes for each of the 32 traffic streams producing the load at
a given ONU. We observe from Table 2 that reducing the maximum burst size to
4 Mbytes and further to 65 kbytes reduces the delay difference between online-limited
and hybrid-iterative, with both giving essentially the same delays for the 65 kbyte
maximum burst size. This is because smaller bursts require fewer cycles for transmis-
sion, both with online-limited and hybrid-iterative.

Further, we observe from Table 2 that a larger maximum grant size of Gmax
=31,125 bytes compared to the Gmax=15,500 bytes considered in Table 1 narrows the
gap between online-limited and hybrid-iterative for the large B=10 Mbytes maximum
burst size. This is again mainly because of the fewer cycles required to work off
bursts, which are this time due to the larger maximum grant size and correspondingly
longer cycle.

Table 2. Packet Delay in Milliseconds as a Function of Load in MbitsÕs for
Different Maximum Burst Sizes Ba

Load

200 400 600 800

B=65 k, Gmax=15,500 B, On.-lim.b 0.135 0.147 0.179 0.313
B=65 k, Gmax=15,500 B, Hyb.-it.c 0.135 0.147 0.179 0.309
B=4 M, Gmax=15,500 B, On.-lim. 0.206 0.271 0.421 0.974
B=4 M, Gmax=15,500 B, Hyb.-it. 0.180 0.237 0.363 0.790
B=10 M, Gmax=15,500 B, On.-lim. 0.250 0.330 0.540 1.390
B=10 M, Gmax=15,500 B, Hyb.-it. 0.200 0.280 0.450 1.100

B=10 M, Gmax=31,125 B, M=16, On.-lim. 0.213 0.289 0.473 1.16
B=10 M, Gmax=31,125 B, M=16, Hyb.-it. 0.199 0.271 0.440 1.06
B=10 M, Gmax=15,500 B, M=16, On.-lim. 0.247 0.327 0.534 1.38
B=10 M, Gmax=15,500 B, M=16, Hyb.-it. 0.202 0.276 0.448 1.10
B=10 M, Gmax=15,500 B, M=32, On.-lim. 0.281 0.410 0.689 1.80
B=10 M, Gmax=15,500 B, M=32, Hyb.-it. 0.213 0.312 0.526 1.31

aFixed parameters: M =16 ONUs, mid-range RTT.
bOn.-lim: online-limited.
cHyb.-it.: hybrid-iterative.
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Finally, we observe from Table 2 that a larger number of ONUs makes the delay
differences between online-limited and hybrid-iterative more pronounced. This is pri-
marily due to the increased upstream transmission overheads (guard time and report
transmission time) that are incurred for each ONU once in each cycle.

3.D. Impact of Round-Trip Time RTT and Maximum Grant Size Gmax
In this section we focus on the impact of the RTT, in conjunction with the maximum
grant size, on the relative delay performance of online-limited and hybrid-iterative.
(Ignore for now the OEBD results in Table 3; these are discussed in Section 4.) We
first observe that for the short RTT up to 10 �s, the delays for high loads are very
similar to the delays for high loads for RTTs up to 100 �s in Table 2.

Importantly, we observe from Table 3 that hybrid-iterative exhibits a pronounced
threshold behavior. For loads below a critical threshold, hybrid-iterative gives sub-
stantially smaller delays than online-limited. In fact, the delay differences become
more pronounced with increased RTT, with hybrid-iterative achieving delays less than
half as large as online-limited for low loads and the extra long RTT up to 2 ms. How-
ever, for loads above a critical load threshold, which decreases for increasing RTT,
hybrid-iterative becomes unstable and gives excessively large delays. On the other
hand, online-limited robustly continues to provide low delays even at very high loads.

The explanation for this behavior is as follows. Consider an extreme scenario in
hybrid-iterative where only one ONU has upstream traffic, namely, a very large burst.
Then, this overloaded ONU receives all the upstream transmission bandwidth in the
cycles, namely, MGmax per cycle (neglecting the grants for report messages to the
other ONUs). A given cycle consists of an upstream transmission of MGmax [bytes],
lasting MGmax/C [s], plus one RTT �RTT� for reporting the remaining size of the back-
log and receiving the next grant. In addition, the cycle contains M guard times and
the report transmission times of the other M−1 ONU’s report messages (which we
neglect in this approximate analysis). Thus, the maximum sustainable upstream
transmission rate is approximately

MGmax

RTT +
MGmax

C
+ Mtguard

=
Gmax

RTT

M
+

Gmax

C
+ tguard

. �1�

We note that this threshold is approximate in that upstream transmissions from
underloaded ONUs may mask some of the RTT incurred due to offline excess band-
width distribution, leading to a higher threshold in an actual EPON. On the other
hand, the neglected overheads may slightly reduce the threshold for an actual EPON.

Table 3. Packet Delay in Milliseconds as a Function of Load in MbitsÕs for
Different Round-Trip Timesa

Load

200 400 600 800

Gmax=15,500 bytes, 2 ms cycle
Short RTT, online-limited 0.158 0.259 0.486 1.36
Short RTT, hybrid-iterative 0.123 0.209 0.398 1.08
Short RTT, OEBD 0.131 0.218 0.412 1.11
Long RTT, online-limited 2.43 2.60 2.93 3.85
Long RTT, hybrid-iterative 1.31 1.44 1.76 �2 s
Long RTT, OEBD 1.82 1.88 2.03 2.61
X-long RTT, online-limited 5.37 6.64 10.13 34.23
X-long RTT, hybrid-iterative 2.57 3.01 �2 s �2 s
X-long RTT, OEBD 3.65 3.91 4.62 8.91

Gmax=31,125 bytes, 4 ms cycle
Long RTT, online-limited 1.66 1.70 1.81 2.30
Long RTT, hybrid-iterative 1.25 1.33 1.51 2.11
Long RTT, OEBD 1.68 1.73 1.87 2.43

aFixed parameters: M =16 ONUs, B=10 Mbytes maximum burst size.
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For the specific realizations of the randomly drawn RTT, which gave an average
RTT of 44.2 �s for the mid-range EPON simulation, an average RTT of 0.871 ms for
the long-range EPON simulation, and an average RTT of 1.74 ms for the extra-long-
range EPON simulation, the approximate theoretical thresholds are 970.5, 691.3, and
530.5 Mbits/s, respectively. Our simulations indicate that these theoretical approxi-
mations are quite close to the actual thresholds found in simulations, which are
around 912 Mbits/s for the mid-range, 690 Mbits/s for the long-range, and
513 Mbits/s for the extra-long-range scenario. For loads well below the derived
threshold, hybrid-iterative is able to provide small delays and to fairly allocate excess
bandwidth to overloaded ONUs in offline fashion. When the load grows well above the
threshold, then waiting for the excess bandwidth distribution until all report mes-
sages are received for a cycle, reduces the capacity so much to render the network
effectively unstable.

We note, however, that hybrid-iterative significantly increases the stability limit
over offline-limited for the analyzed extreme scenario: when one ONU has a large
burst of upstream traffic in offline-limited, the ONU can transmit Gmax [bytes], which
takes Gmax/C [s], before it has to wait for one RTT plus the M guard times. Hence, the
upstream transmission rate is limited to approximately Gmax/ �RTT+ �Gmax/C�
+Mtguard�, which for M�1 is significantly smaller than the rate in Eq. (1). To over-
come the stability problems due to the offline excess bandwidth distribution in hybrid-
iterative, we propose and examine a novel OEBD approach in Section 4.

4. Online Excess Bandwidth Distribution
In this section we introduce and evaluate OEBD for an online scheduling framework
that makes grant decisions based on a single report; extensions to online just-in-time
(JIT) scheduling [24] are left for future work. Recall that we let Ri denote the band-
width requested by the considered report from a given ONU i, i=1, . . . ,M, whereby
bandwidth is measured in units of bytes of transmitted data (i.e., corresponds to an
upstream transmission window in seconds times the upstream bandwidth in bytes/s),
and that we let Gi

max [bytes] be a constant denoting the maximum bandwidth that can
be allocated to ONU i in a grant. We let wi, 0�wi�1, �i=1

M wi=1 denote the weight of
ONU i in a weighted fair excess division [11]. We define an excess bandwidth credit
pool and let Et [bytes] denote the current total amount of bandwidth credits in the
excess pool. In addition, we let �, 0���1, be a constant decay factor, and denote N,
N�1, for the decay interval.

The OEBD bandwidth allocation proceeds as follows. If the considered ONU i is
underloaded, i.e., requests less than the prescribed maximum allocation �Ri�Gi

max�,
then the bandwidth Ri is granted and the excess Gi

max−Ri is added to the excess band-
width pool Et. If the considered ONU is overloaded, i.e., requests more than its pre-
scribed maximum allocation �Ri�Gi

max�, then the ONU is allocated its prescribed
maximum Gi

max plus up to wiEt excess bandwidth from the pool. With a controlled
excess allocation technique, the allocation is capped at Ri; i.e., the ONU is allocated
min�Gi

max+wiEt ,Ri�. Accordingly, the excess pool is reduced by min�Gi
max+wiEt ,Ri�. In

addition, after every N grants, we “decay” the pool, Et, using the multiplicative con-
stant � (i.e., Et←�Et).

We note that we outlined the OEBD approach for a single polling thread per ONU.
Multithread polling [9] has recently been proposed to reduce the queueing delays in
long-range EPONs by employing multiple polling threads per ONU. Multithread poll-
ing has been evaluated in conjunction with IPACT with online scheduling and gated
grant sizing in [9]. OEBD and multithread polling are complementary in that OEBD
affects the size of a given grant whereas multithread polling affects the frequency of
grants to a given ONU. Consequently, OEBD and multithread polling could be com-
bined by executing the OEBD steps for every polling thread. A quantitative study of
such multithread polling with OEBD is an important direction for future research.

4.A. Simulation Results: Delay and Channel Utilization
We conducted a set of simulation experiments to understand the delay and channel
utilization performance of OEBD compared to online-limited, online-gated, and
hybrid-iterative. We used the same simulation parameters described in Subsection
3.A. In addition, we varied the two parameters that manage the rolling excess credit
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pool in OEBD: (1) the multiplicative decay factor, �, and (2) the decay interval, N. We
varied � from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.2. We selected values for N to decay the pool
after every grant, N=1; after every M grants, N=M; and after every 2M grants, N
=2M. We also selected N values that were one larger than M and 2M to remove a bias
that occurs when the credit decay occurs at a multiple of M. Specifically, if the decay
interval is a multiple of M then the same ONU could potentially receive a grant after
every excess pool decay causing this ONU to consistently see a smaller excess pool
than other ONUs. To remove this bias, the decay interval, N, must be set to a value
that is not a multiple of the number of ONUs, M. This will ensure that the excess pool
decay instant will rotate among all ONUs.

Figure 1 shows the average queueing delay for load values between 0.2 and
0.8 Gbits/s for an EPON with mid-range RTT (i.e., up to 10 km). Figure 2 shows the
same for an EPON with a maximum range of 100 km. The figures present the param-
eter settings that provided the most insightful results. We notice that the performance
of OEBD can be tuned, using � and N, to provide service between limited and gated.
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Fig. 1. Average queueing delay for mid-range RTT (up to 10 km).
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With �=0 and N=1, the excess credit pool is set to zero after every grant and there-
fore excess credits never accumulate. In the absence of excess credits, limited service
is provided. Therefore, OEBD with �=0 and N=1 provides limited service. When �
=1, the excess credit pool is never decayed. As a result, an infinite number of excess
credits can accumulate, leading to a gated service. When all ONUs present an equal
load, as is the case in this set of simulation experiments, the average queueing delay
trends lower as OEBD approaches a gated service. When there is even a single ONU
that is attempting to present more than its fair share of bandwidth, in the long term,
this may no longer be true.

We also notice that for EPONs with mid-range RTT, the benefit of minimizing chan-
nel idleness by using OEBD is generally not sufficient to provide better delay perfor-
mance than hybrid-iterative. However, when EPONs have a longer range RTT (for
example, up to 100 km) OEBD can provide lower average queueing delays with the
correct parameters. Specifically, those parameter settings that decay the excess pool
slower can provide lower delay (i.e., large � and large N).
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Fig. 3. Average queueing delay for mid-range RTT (up to 10 km).
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To examine the performance as the load approaches the channel utilization limits of
each of the DBA methods we conducted simulation experiments with load values
approaching 0.98 Gbits/s. Figure 3 shows the average queueing delay for an EPON
with mid-range RTT (i.e., up to 10 km), while Fig. 4 shows the same for an EPON
with a maximum range of 100 km. Hybrid-iterative does not show up in Fig. 4 as it
becomes unstable at a much lower load level of around 690 Mbits/s. We observe from
these figures that gated service provides the highest maximum channel utilization
and lowest delay. We also observe that hybrid-iterative has the lowest maximum
channel utilization (0.91 Gbits/s for mid-range RTT and 0.69 Gbits/s for long-range
RTT) and OEBD lies between the two (0.92 Gbits/s for both RTT ranges). Hybrid-
iterative idles the channel while waiting for all REPORT messages to be received in
order to determine the excess bandwidth to be distributed to overloaded ONUs. This
wasted channel capacity increases with increasing RTT leading to an inversely pro-
portional relationship between the channel utilization limit and the RTT range for
hybrid-iterative. OEBD avoids this channel idling by servicing ONUs in online fash-
ion. As a result, OEBD can achieve higher channel utilization that is immune to
increases in RTT ranges.

The channel utilization achieved by OEBD is still less than gated because for large
bursts from ONUs, OEBD requires several granting cycles to service those bursts
compared to gated, which requires only one granting cycle. The more granting cycles,
the more channel capacity is consumed by upstream transmission overheads.

To illustrate the delay performance tuning capability of OEBD and associated
trade-offs, in Fig. 5 we present a grant sizing continuum that exists between limited
and gated service. The decay parameters (i.e., � and N) determine where any specific
implementation of OEBD lies on the continuum.

4.B. Simulation Results: Fairness
To understand how fair OEBD can be with respect to distributing excess bandwidth,
we benchmarked the excess fairness of OEBD in our simulation experiments. Figures
6 and 7 display the measured fairness indices. We use the fairness metric presented in
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Fig. 5. Grant sizing continuum.
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[11] that is derived from Jain’s fairness index [25]. Let fe be the excess fairness index,
M be the total number of ONUs, Ei be the excess bandwidth received by ONU i, and
wi be the weight of ONU i, then

fe =

��i=1

M Ei

wi
	2

M�i=1

M �Ei

wi
	2 .

We observe in Figs. 6 and 7 that the OEBD parameters have an impact on the fair-
ness of excess distribution. Specifically, the parameter settings that decay the excess
credits slowly (i.e., large �, large N) exhibit improved excess fairness (i.e., fe→1). We
leave a more detailed fairness evaluation for a future study.

5. Conclusion
We have examined the delay and fairness performance of conventional IPACT with
limited allocation and existing excess bandwidth allocation strategies, which allocate
excess in an offline fashion. We discovered that offline excess bandwidth allocation
significantly reduces the delay compared to IPACT-limited for traffic with large bursts
and EPONs with mid-range RTTs. For traffic with small bursts or EPONs with short
RTTs, IPACT-limited achieves delays almost as low as with offline excess bandwidth
distribution.

Importantly, we found that for long-range EPONs with large RTTs, offline excess
bandwidth distribution exhibits a pronounced threshold behavior: for loads below a
critical threshold, offline excess bandwidth distribution provides lower delays than
IPACT-limited. For loads above the threshold, offline excess bandwidth distribution
becomes unstable, resulting in excessively large delays, whereas IPACT-limited con-
tinues to achieve small delays.

We introduced online excess bandwidth distribution (OEBD) to overcome the stabil-
ity problems of the existing offline excess bandwidth distribution mechanisms. We
found that OEBD with the correct parameter settings (i.e., � and N) can provide lower
queueing delays for long-range EPONs. Even for mid-range EPONs, we have found
that OEBD provides a higher delay stability limit (i.e., higher maximum achievable
channel utilization). The difference in stability limit is exacerbated for longer range
EPONs.
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We have also found that the grant sizing service provided by OEBD can be tuned
between limited (�=0 and N=1) and gated ��=1�. This flexibility will allow network
designers to selectively trade off lower queueing delays with fairness guarantees.

There are numerous important avenues for future research on OEBD. One impor-
tant direction is to further comprehensively study the parameter setting for OEBD to
ensure robust, good performance across a wide range of scenarios. Another avenue is
to examine the compatibility of OEBD with emerging dynamic bandwidth allocation
strategies for long-range EPONs, such as multithread polling [9]. Furthermore, not
only the delay performance, but also the fairness performance of OEBD requires care-
ful evaluation.
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